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Networks live in a stressful evolutional ‘ life cycle’ where technology pushes on
continuous changes. Regional Research & Educational Ne tw orks (RRENs)
because of its research purposes are supposed to be in possession of the latest
networking advances.
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This paper describes security challenges that should be faced when a layer -2
WAN backbone, mainly based on Asynchronous Transfer Mode ( ATM),
becomes a brand new layer -2/3 one based correspondingly on Ethernet and IP.
A new door opens to next -generation services deployment scenario.
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1. Introductory thoughts
Mankind’s his tory is a continuous effort to evol ve the knowledge where
information is its most valuable asset. Computers and networks were
born as terrific tools to boost that evolution through resources sharing
and information accessibility.
Internet has become a worldwide puzzle where each piece is like a small
kingdom with the strong need of being well -linked with the rest of the
world despite their different purposes (commercial, educational,
entertainment, etc). A Regional Research & Educational Network
(RREN) is one of those kingdoms where information and resources are
shared by the local comm unity but also has a common export and im port
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policy. Networks are neither technological nor topological static because
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if a RREN wants to be a healthy community, providing a strong
connecti vity is as much important as having valuable contents. That is
why its ‘life cycle’ must be taken seriously and its evolution milestones
carefull y planned.
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It seems great being a part of that big puzzle, but is it all that great? The
answer is NO, it is NOT! Read this wisely thought of an Internet pioneer
extracted from “Cisco System’s ISP Boot camp” (introduction sli de p.4)
[ISR-BG01]:
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“The wonderful thing about the Internet is that you’re connected to
everyone else. The terrible thing about the Internet is that you’re
connected to everyone else.” – Vinton Cerf
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Fig. 1 - Int ernet repres entation extract ed f rom “ Atlas o f Cy berSpac es”
(belongs t o Warriors of the N et v ideo) [ OTH - AC01]
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Internet growth corrupted its initial trust model making security one of the
main topics that should be faced not only when a new network is created
but also when changes are applied.
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Let me describe a funny com parison: if you were medieval king (IT
Manager), you would like your kingdom (network) to be a com petitive
place where products (packets) can be successfully exchanged
(internally and externally). Your knig hts (Security/Network staff) would be
in charge of protecting your kingdom from becoming a battlefield
(hacking attacks).
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It is always very important to know your environment in detail to find out
its requirem ents, necessities, r estrictions. The more you know it, the
better you will face any m atter. Sometimes it is known as ‘ in-thebusiness’ knowledge (cumulative know-how).
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In this section it is going to be described the landscape of a RREN and
the different entities that you shou ld know about.
At this point you will m ore or less know what is a RREN. Yes! The
network with research purposes mentioned a few lines ago. But, do you
know who participates on it? Take a look at Figure 2 :
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Fig. 2- R REN (ATM - based back bone) and external ent ities
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A RREN is usually integrated by the following entities:
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• Research and Educational Institutions (R&E)
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In a commercial environm ent they would be known as ‘ customers’.
They are independent from each other but could be geographically
dispersed in many sit es. They are supposed to take advantage of
the network for worldwide connectivity and research projects with
external and local R&E entities.
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It is important to know that each one has its own different security
policies .
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• Telecommunications Provider (Telco)
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Provides the communication links: core, access for each R&E site
and transport to the central core equipment. They li ve on layer 1
and 2 of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) tower.
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• Network Operation & Management Center (NOC)
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Management and technical staff that operates the network. It is
usually the interm ediary with the Telco for link fails, bandwidth
upgrades, m aintenance operations, and so on.
If they operate at layer 3 (IP transit provider) then they would also
be invol ved in the security chain, in any other case they onl y
manage connectivi ty.

• Supercomputing and Internet Services Center
Provides shared resources that could be used by R&E institutions
for its projects (saving by sharing ): com puting, remote storage,
web housing/hosting, etc.
Its m ain advantages are cost and high -speed direct connection to
the backbone preventing R&E access links saturation.
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has its own security policy , although it is commonly suited for
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easing R&E access to services (lightly distributed trust).
• Regional government (research area)
It finances a part or the total cost of the network (infrastructure,
operation/m anagement), commonly the core network, NOC and
Supercomputing/Internet Services, then each R&E pays only for
its access link.
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An exam ple of RREN could be Anella Científica (Scientific Ring) located
in Catalonia. More inform ation could be found at Supercom puting Center
of Catalonia (CESCA) website [REN -CS01].
As m entioned before, a RREN is not only a lonely island. Its external
relationships are performed through the following peers:
• National Research and Educational Network (NREN)
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If exists, it acts as a hub for the different RRENs and R&E sites
without a RREN on its area. It provides a backbone for layer 3 (IP)
transit.
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They are always a part of the security chain , they usually force
R&E institutions to sign an Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) when
they join in the network.
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An exam ple of NREN could be RedIRIS (Spanish NREN). More
information at their website [REN -RI01].
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• Transit Providers (Carriers/Uplinks)
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Telco companies and ISP’s providing billed IP transit for the
network. They are used by a NREN when a RREN does not exists
for transit purposes or as a backup transit provider.
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• Internet Exchange Point (IXP) P eers
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They are usually used to exchange geographically located traffic.
On this way you alleviate uplink transit. The non -profit ones are
usually participated by RREN / NREN’s.
An example of IXP where a RREN exchanges traffic is the
CATalonian Neutral Inter net exchange (CATNIX). You could take
a look at how much traffic is exchanged on its website [OTH CT01].
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Oh m y god! Too m uch inform ation? Let’s talk a little bit about it.
The important thing to know is that our big kingdom is also divided in
small kingdoms. They are quite independent and each one owns a
different security policy.
Considering a network like the one illustrated in Fig.2, the security is a
matter among each R&E and uplink entities (NREN, IXP) and also
between R&E ’s (distributed security topology). There should be an
Acceptable Use Policy document for each external enti ty, especially for
NREN because of research purposes.
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3. Evolutional Issues
Let me ask you som ething. What could happen concerning security if
there is a technological evolution on the backbone? You will surely
answer that such change should not matter at all. It is not really true.
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Take a look at the following picture:
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Fig. 3 - RREN (Et hernet backbone wit h an IP c ore) and ext ernal entities
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Wow! Loo ks great, doesn’t it? The old, expensive and rigid ATM
backbone has been replaced by one of those trendy Ethernet
Metropolitan Area Networks ( MetroEthernet). I am sure that m ost of you
are familiar with Ethernet in LAN environments, so imagine its benefits
applied to a backbone: low cost, high speed links (10/100 Mbps,
1/10Gbps), 10GigE), troubleshoot ease, scalability, and what about
security? Well, we will talk about it in next section (L2 – Ethernet issues).
In case you want more information about Ethern et evolution, there is a
great presentation from the University of Ham pshire [ETS-HK01].
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Despite Ethernet, it m ay seem more or less the same but there is a big
change. The RREN has grown up and now owns its own IP core (a
scalable and functional multilayer switch). I have got good and bad news,
which one would you like to know first? Okay, the good one is that this
new topology allows to deploy a lot of new generation technologies
based on IP. The bad one is that security matter s have dram atically
raised.
Now the RREN has become a direct uplink for the R&E sites. There are
three sentences extracted from “Cisco System ’s ISP Bootcamp”
(introduction slide p.10 -13) [ISR -BG01] that describes that:
“ISP protects itself from the customers and the Internet”
“Protects customers from the Internet”
“Protects Internet from their customers”
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What I want you to know is that scaling up one layer in OSI tower means
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some security and management changes:
• The NOC role becomes more important because now has to deal
with routing matters between the R&E institutions and the
previously m entioned external entities.
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• A kind of Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) or
security department inside the NOC m ust be created in order to
coordinate security incidents and face security attacks on our new
‘battlefield’.
• An Acceptable Use Policy m ust be created that suits the RREN
and also the relationships with the external entities, specially
uplink ones.
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• New procedures, checklists and documentation m ust be created in
order to support the new responsibilities. Remem ber this sentence
extracted from SANS Security Essentials Courseware: “If it isn’t
written, it doesn’t exist”.
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Al though it is an old website, you could find very interesting ISP
resources “Resources for Network Operators & ISPs” from Merit Network
Inc. [ISR -MN01].
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As IT professionals we must be prepared to face new threats: denial of
service attacks ( DoS), injecting bad traffic doing spoofing, core
equipment com promise attempts, etc.
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Now it is time to talk deeper about technology. The next two sections
describes the main functionalities and threats of layer 2 technology
(Ethernet) and layer 3 pro tocol (IP).
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L2 – Ethernet Issues
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Since Ethernet was born in 1973 at Xerox Corporation’s Palo Alto
Research Center, it has been a quite well -known technology because of
its predominant paper in LAN environments (coexisting with IBM Token
Ring technology). The Institute of Electrical and Electronical Engineer s
(IEEE) standardized i t as part of the 802.3 group.
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It is a data -link technology that specifies a frame communication over a
shared medium where multiple nodes are able to talk. It provides
addressing (MAC addresses) and access mechanisms to m inimize
collisions (CSMA/CD). A short tutorial about Ethernet could be found at
“HowStuffworks ” website for further inform ation [ETS-NP01].
The main lim itations of Ethernet were related with scalability and
distance. They are no longer li mitations because technological
advancement supplied them with switching, full -duplex communication
and high-speed long -distance links. That is why it is becom ing the
‘everywhere’ data-link technology: sim plicity, cost, ubiquity and SPEED!
(Thank God!)
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It is not the purpose of this paper describing Ethernet in detail, but you
should know some concepts related with Ethernet switching:
• Virtual LAN (VLAN)
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It is one of the most important concepts. It allows to logical
separate communications by means of tagging datagrams (802.1q
or other vendor proprietary like Cisco’s ISL). The formal definition
extracted from the standard is:
“VLANs facilitate easy administration of logical groups of
stations that can communicate as if they were on the same
LAN … Traffic between VLANs is restricted. Bridges
forward unicast, multicast, and broadcast traffic only on
LAN segments that serve the VLAN to which the traffic
belongs.” [ETS-IE01] p.2
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The ports are now in trunk (tagged fram e s) or access (normal)
mode that gives us a lot of flexibility. Trunk port between switches,
between switch and a router, and why not between a switch and a
host. For instance, Linux Operating System VLAN 802.1q
im plementation (kernel patch) downloadable at [ETS-BG01].
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Some protocols were born to ease managem ent: Dynamic Trunk
Protocol (DTP) and Virtual Trunk Protocol (VTP). The first one
gives ports the choice to negotiate the trunking and the second
one to pass VLAN managem ent inform ation between switches.
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• Spanning Tree Protocol (STP)
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It is a great feature created to avoid loops. It works by creating a
topology map, electing a root bridge and then electing in every
switch one port in ‘forwarding’ state on each segm ent. The rest are
in ‘shutdown’ state but can be acti vated in case of link failures
(providing redundancy).
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Without STP if there were any loop, then a “broadcast storm ”
could happen. When a switch receives a broadcast, it is forwarded
through all the ports (on the same VLAN of course), so if a loop
exists broadcasts would enter it and get m ultiplied.

Threat Mitigation
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You must take a look at two great papers published at past BlackHat
2002 Conference that focus on L2 Ethernet attacks and their mitigation
called “Hacking Layer 2: Fun with Ethernet switches” [ETS-SC01] and
“Putting 2 and 2 Together: Designing Security into your Network
Infrastructure” [ETS-SD01]. Some of the attacks described here were
extracted fro m that documentation:
•

MAC Flooding
The attacker floods the switch with spoofed MAC entries in order to fill
up the switch table causing a hub behavior because of overloaded
state.
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Mitigation: limiting the number of MAC’s to be learnt on each port,
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static MAC configuration (administrative burden)
•

VLAN Hopping
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The attacker injects traffic to another VLAN either negotiating its port
to trunk (talking DTP with the switch) or crafting double tagged frames
(externall y tagged with the VLAN ID of where a trunk nati vely belongs
to). The first case is a bi -directional communication, the second one is
only unidirectional (from attacker to victim).
Mitigation: disabling DTP or only enabled where necessary, use of an
exclusive nati ve VLAN for each trunk.
•

STP

ins

Attacker sen ds constantly BPDUs (Bridged PDUss: switch
management frames) to force root bridge recalculation of the
Spanning Tree Protocol (30 -45 sec) causing a denial of service.
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Attacker sends BPDUs to become the root bridge and then attacker
like a transit switch ( sniffing). It is required a dual homed attacker on
two different switches.
Mitigation: disable expect of root guard BPDUs where not necessary.
•
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VTP
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The attacker acts as a VTP Server sending crafted management
frames forcing to delete VLANs (DoS).
•
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Mitigation: disable VTP or enable authentication mechanisms.
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ARP spoofing, rogue DHCP, CDP (Cisco Discovery Protocol) attacks.
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Mitigation: monitoring network activity and disabling unneeded
services.
As you have seen, Ethernet opens the door to m any new kind o f attacks
(som e still unknown). Some of them would be very unlikely to happen but
it is always recommendable to secure configure equipment without
trusting the Ethernet switch of the Telco provider and where the
datagrams comes from. Remember that the secu re combinations of the
configuration will m inimize risk (defense -in-depth ever).
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There is a useful template for a secure configuration of Catalyst Switches
at Qorbit’s website [SCE-SG01], and also (of course) a great one for
6500 Series at Cisco’s website [SCE-CS01].

L3 – IP Issue s
Talking about IP is talking about the history of the Internet because since
the beginning of ARPANet (proposed by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency ), the first ‘IP’ network, has been the most widely used
protocol (TCP/IP Protocol Stack).
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One of the main reasons why TCP/IP became important was because
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the Department of Defense (DoS) included them as m ilitary standards.
And i t will became popular when the University of Berkley developed the
TCP/IP Unix Stack as a public domain software.
Functionalities
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As it was previously told in Ethernet section, is not the purpose of this
paper describing the protocols in detail. Moreover TCP/IP is quite well known and widely expl ained on SANS Courseware.
The functionalities described here are new protocols that work on IP
layer and that are allowing to deploy next generation services (VoIP,
videoconferencing, etc).
•

QoS

•

ins

It means Quality of Service, and it groups packet tagging, al gorithms
for queuing and congestion avoidance, etc.
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Traffic Engineering/MPLS

•
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A trendy concept that means flowing the traffic where you want it to
flow. It is usually combined with QoS techniques to provide traffic
classification (different services).
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VPN
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Virtual Pri vate Networking is a mechanism to supply private
communications over public networks.
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Threat Mitigation
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If you opera te with an core IP network, you will enjoy quite a lot two a
geek paper that explains very clear security on IP Backbones from
Securité.org [IPS-SE01].
•
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Routing Protocols (Internal/External) Injections
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Attacks on routing protocols consists on injecting false routing
updates to manipulate the path of traffic either causing a DoS.
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Mitigation: log changes bet ween neighbour routers, activate passive
interfaces where possible, routing filters (onl y announce/get what is
necessary), acti vate password authentication (where possible)
DoS/DDoS
It is aim is to saturate the victim ’s pipe. It is very difficul t to stop a nd it
is going to be the main reason for a NOC staff headache.
Mitigation: Network Egress/Ingress Filtering (packet filtering) to avoid
spoofing. Coordination with uplinks and exchange peers, Rate limiting, Unicast RPF, black holes (routes to null0)
For further inform ation visit “ Network Ingress Filtering – Defeating
DoS Attacks with IP Source Address Spoofing” at [IPS-IE01] and
“Denial of Service (DoS) Attack Resources” at [IPS-GC01].
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It is not always a matter of prevention, but also detection and applying a
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solution. Worms and DoS attacks would be more and m ore regular in
daily operation but it is a collaborative work between you and the
layered-3 peers. Don’t forget Netflow’s (at least in Cis co e quipment)
features on routers, that could allow you to identify strange flow
behaviors (often attacks).
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There are new and interesting techniques, such as injecting filters to
routes (setting next hop to null0) through an iBGP ‘trigger router’. That
could filter any route in many routers dynam ically without administrative
burden.
Filters should be applied at edges: CPE, IXP, Uplinks. But will be also
useful in cases you are not allowed to do it. Im agine that one day you
can’t find the person who configures t he router on a E&S Site and a
attack is eating their pipe!
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More inform ation about secure configuration on “ Cisco Routers at NSA
Cisco Router Configuration Guides” [SCE-NS01]
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6. Conclusion
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Most of the comm ents are done in -line during this paper. As you could
have seen, a change of technology not only im plies knowing the new
security issues but also m anagement issues.
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I hope that your vision on RREN environments is now much more clear
and you can understand its differences with any commercial ISP network.
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Thank you!
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SANS vLive - SEC401: Security Essentials Bootcamp Style

SEC401 - 201804,

Apr 09, 2018 - May 16, 2018

vLive

Community SANS Charleston SEC401

Charleston, SC

Apr 09, 2018 - Apr 14, 2018 Community SANS

SANS Zurich 2018

Zurich, Switzerland

Apr 16, 2018 - Apr 21, 2018

Community SANS St. Louis SEC401

St Louis, MO

Apr 16, 2018 - Apr 21, 2018 Community SANS

SANS London April 2018

Apr 16, 2018 - Apr 21, 2018

Live Event

Mentor Session - AW SEC401

London, United
Kingdom
Memphis, TN

Apr 17, 2018 - May 17, 2018

Mentor

SANS Baltimore Spring 2018

Baltimore, MD

Apr 21, 2018 - Apr 28, 2018

Live Event

SANS Seattle Spring 2018

Seattle, WA

Apr 23, 2018 - Apr 28, 2018

Live Event

Baltimore Spring 2018 - SEC401: Security Essentials Bootcamp
Style
SANS Riyadh April 2018

Baltimore, MD

Apr 23, 2018 - Apr 28, 2018

vLive

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Apr 28, 2018 - May 03, 2018

Live Event

Automotive Cybersecurity Summit & Training 2018

Chicago, IL

May 01, 2018 - May 08, 2018

Live Event

Community SANS Houston SEC401

Houston, TX

May 07, 2018 - May 12, 2018 Community SANS

SANS Security West 2018

San Diego, CA

May 11, 2018 - May 18, 2018

Live Event

SANS Northern VA Reston Spring 2018

Reston, VA

May 20, 2018 - May 25, 2018

Live Event

Live Event

